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Abstract: This study, business forecasting imperatives in a depressed economy: The Nigeria case takes a careful and cursory but scholarly look at the importance of Business Forecasting in the management of Business Enterprises, especially in a depressed economy like Nigeria’s. The world has become dynamic and uncertain and the business world is not left out in the change that is sweeping globally across all spheres, especially in the management of business enterprises. Since the business environment and terrain have become so dynamic, uncertain and given to change as it is now, scientific business forecasting can no longer remain an option but a sine qua non in the management of business enterprises, if these enterprises and businesses are to escape and survive the mucky and slippery waters of competition, change, uncertainty and dynamism. This study employed the literature study methodology in its approach. The study systematically brings out and highlights the business forecasting techniques and the drawbacks associated with the usage of these techniques. It also examines the importance of business forecasting to business enterprise, and business forecasting nuggets managers need to observe and adhere to in forecasting. The study concludes that urgent and concerted consideration and attention be given to scientific business forecasting in the management of business enterprises to bring the economy out of the woods and troubled waters.
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1. Introduction

The world has become dynamic and uncertain as the words dynamic and uncertain themselves. The business world is not left behind in the change that is sweeping globally across all spheres, especially in the management of business enterprises. The business environment and terrain have become so dynamic, uncertain and given to change to the extent that scientific business forecasting can no longer remain just an option but a sine qua non in the daily management of business enterprises. If these enterprises and businesses are to escape or survive the mucky waters of competition, change, uncertainty and dynamism, then urgent attention must be given to scientific and quantitative business forecasting.

The things that hitherto were exceptions rather than the rules are fast displacing and replacing the rules both in business, health, government and management, as well as almost every other sphere of human endeavour. Business forecasting as a tool for budgeting, planning, and estimating future growth and trends, is defined in the most simplest terms as, attempt to predict future results or outcomes based on past events, experiences and management insight, by using scientific and quantitative methods like exponential smoothening, trend fitting, regression and correlation analyses [1, 2].

The dynamic and uncertain nature of business and business environment, especially in the less developed and developing countries of the world, like Nigeria, where businesses are most often subsistence, small and mediums scale in nature, requires more of both management and leadership skills from both managers and employees. These call for urgent review
and immediate action to be taken in order to change the way things are done and how businesses are run, with a view to avoiding pitfalls, failure, collapse or closure of such businesses. One of such ways is to specifically look in the direction and area of scientific business forecasting [2].

This study seeks to expand the frontiers of scientific and quantitative business forecasting with specific reference to their applications in business and management as a means of avoiding business pitfalls, collapse, closure, failure and death of such businesses. It seeks also to present the imperatives of business forecasting for operating businesses in a depressed economy.

Forecasting is not a very palatable or easy endeavour to embark upon, especially when forecasting results or outcomes are not quite where everyone wants them to be. Coincidentally, investment in the forecasting function is neither a guarantee for better forecasts nor a prevention of business eventualities. But when issues that are fundamental to an organisation’s forecasting are well taken care off, then investing in forecasting activities or function will be worth the while.

This study identifies and presents several basic and fundamental issues that should be of concern to organisations wishing to create a new forecasting function and to those that want to improve those they already have and are used to [3, 4].

2. Forecasting in Business Enterprise Management

Forecasting is a planning tool that helps management in its attempts to cope with the uncertainty of the future, relying mainly on data from the past and present and analysis of trends. Forecasting starts with certain assumptions based on the management’s experience, knowledge and judgement. These estimates are projected into the coming months or years using one or more techniques. Forecasting can be regarded as the process of making predictions of the future based on past and present data and most commonly by analysis of trends. Both might refer to formal statistical methods employing time series, cross sectional or longitudinal data, or alternatively to less formal judgmental methods [5, 6].

Forecasting is a decision making tool employed by managers and business enterprises in budgeting, planning and estimating and determining future growth and trends. Forecasting is the attempt to predict future results or outcomes based on past events and management insight. It involves the use of historical data to determine the direction of future trends and business performances and profitability. Businesses utilize forecasting to determine how to allocate their budgets or plan for anticipated expenses for an upcoming period or season. This is typically based on the projected demand for the goods, services and results they offer [7].

Business forecasting is an estimate or prediction of future developments in business such as sales, expenditures, demand and profits [6]. Given the wide swings in economic activity and the drastic effects these fluctuations can have on profit margins, it is not surprising that business forecasting is emerging as an important aspect of corporate planning. Forecasting has become an invaluable tool for business people to anticipate economic trends and prepare themselves either to benefit from or to counteract them. If business enterprises foresee an economic downturn, they can cut down on their inventories, production quotas, and hiring. If, on the hand, an economic boom seems probable, such business enterprises can take relevant measures to attain the maximum benefit from same. Good business forecasts help managers, business owners and investors adapt to a changing and prevailing economic situations [8-10].

Business enterprises need regular forecast like, weekly, monthly or annual forecasts. A major important reason business owners, planners or forecasters prefer the annual forecast is that sudden changes in the economic climate can play havoc with the weekly, monthly or quarter-to-quarter measurements. A major pitfall in business forecasting is to over promise and under deliver with forecasting results. Forecasting can predict many things with impressive accuracy, but there are also always going to be factors one cannot account for. Such unaccounted for factors can render such forecasts and forecast results and outcomes meaningless.

2.1. Business Forecasting Techniques

To adequately prepare for and guide against eventualities and vagaries of business prevalent in business operations and environment, every manager would like to know the exact nature of future events. This will enable them to accordingly take action or plan their actions when they have ample and sufficient time to implement such plans. How effective management plans are depends upon the level of accuracy with which the future events are known and predicted. Business managers plan for the future irrespective of the fact, whether future events are exactly known or not. Business enterprises require various forecasts, such as, short, medium and long term forecasts, depending on the prevailing specific application or situation. The short term forecasts are needed for scheduling of personnel, production and transportation. As part of the scheduling process, forecasts of demand are often also required [1], [11] [12] [1] states that the medium term forecasts are needed to determine future resource requirements in order to purchase raw materials, hire personnel, or buy machinery and equipment. He further states that the long term forecasts are used in strategic planning. Such forecasts take into cognisance and account market opportunities, environmental factors and internal resources. Managers and business enterprises need to develop a forecasting system that involve several approaches to predicting economic and business events, circumstances, conditions and situations that are prevalent at the time. This naturally requires the development of expertise in identifying forecasting problems, applying a range of forecasting methods and techniques, selecting appropriate methodology.
or procedures for each problem, and evaluating and refining forecasting methods over time. It is also important to have a very strong organizational support for the use of formal forecasting techniques.

Usually, economic forecasts predict sundry economic indicators like money supply, inflation rates, and interest rates. Also technological forecasts predict rates of technological progress and innovation resulting from research and development. On the other hand demand forecasts predict the future demand for products, services or results. Since virtually all the operations management decisions in both the strategic category and the tactical category, require as input a good estimate of future demand, this is the type of forecasting that is mostly emphasized in business forecasting [1], [6], [11], [12].

Business forecasting techniques are classified and enumerated under the qualitative and quantitative forecasting methodologies or techniques. These methodologies are as listed hereunder:

### 2.2. Qualitative Business Forecasting Techniques

Qualitative business forecasting methods are forecasting techniques based on the forecaster’s or manager’s judgments, opinions, intuition, emotions, or personal experiences and sentiments acquired through training or over time. Qualitative business forecasting are usually very subjective and do not rely on any rigorous mathematical rules, theory, assumptions or computations. Highlighted and enumerated below are some common qualitative businesses forecasting techniques.

- **Grass Roots:** This type of forecasting techniques is by adding successively from the bottom to the top. The forecaster or manager assumes that the person closest to the customer or the end users of the product knows its future needs best. This may not always true, but in many instances it has proved to be a valid assumption, and has therefore become the basis for this method. Forecasts at this bottom level are summed and given to the next higher level.

- **Market Research:** Market research uses surveys, questionnaires and interviews to gather data and information from consumers, relating to their likes and dislikes about existing products, services and results and what they expect from future products or services. The results from such research become a basis for forecasting the demand for such products, services and or results. This type of research is used mostly for product research in the sense of looking for new product ideas, likes and dislikes about existing products, which competitive products within a particular class are preferred.

- **Panel Consensus:** The panel consensus business forecasting technique or methodology, a qualitative business forecasting technique, brings together the internal members or experts from the various levels of the organization to have an open discussion about an activity or a product, service or result the organization desires to work on. This is with the intention of getting a better forecast, as group forecast should be better than individual forecast. Members are allowed to give their opinions, suggestions and decisions and the meeting would normally be concluded when a consensus has been reached. Panel forecasts are developed through open meetings with free exchange of ideas from all levels of management and individuals. Whereas this method relies very much on experience and opinion, it gives opportunity to a large number of persons to make contribution to the final agreement reached by the group. This forecasting technique is most suited for tactical decision making in the organization [14].

- **Historical Analogy:** Historical analogy is a judgmental and qualitative business forecasting technique based on identifying and analysing the history of the performance of a product or group. Such past patterns are used to predict or forecast the future behaviour of such product, service or result. The historical analogy method is used for forecasting the demand for products, services or results under the circumstances that no past demand data are available. This is especially true if the product happens to be new for the organization.

- **Delphi Method:** The Delphi method is a forecasting method based on the results of questionnaires sent to a panel of experts. Several rounds of questionnaires are sent out, and the anonymous responses are aggregated and shared with the group after each round. The experts are allowed to adjust their answers in subsequent rounds. Since multiple rounds of questions are asked and the panel is told what the group thinks as a whole, the Delphi method seeks to reach the correct response through consensus. This technique came into being to try to correct impairments to free exchange. When decisions in forecasting are at a broader, higher level, like when introducing a new product line or concerning strategic product decisions such as new marketing areas, the term executive judgment is generally used. The term is self explanatory a higher level of management is involved. As mentioned under panel consensus, a statement or opinion of a higher level person will likely be weighted more than that of a lower level person.

### 3. Quantitative Business Forecasting Techniques

[9] Defines quantitative business forecasting as statistical techniques for making projections about the future which use numerical and prior experience to predict upcoming events. They are forecasting techniques that are based on Scientific, Mathematical or Statistical models, and are objective in nature. They rely heavily on mathematical and statistical assumptions and computation. Highlighted and enumerated below are some common quantitative businesses forecasting techniques.

#### 3.1. Business Forecasting Nuggets

Business forecasting is as important and critical as planning is to business enterprises, especially in times of economic depression and downturn, currently being
experienced in some countries of Africa like Nigeria. Below are some very useful and important nuggets and tips on how to go about business forecasting accurately and effectively [13-16].

Do not ignore forecasting: Forecasting can seem quite an easy thing to put off, put aside or indeed not to do at all. It is very important an advice that forecasting should not be ignored in business management.

Know what you are into: You need to know and understand what you are into when forecasting business performance. When one has a clear understanding of what one is into, the task of forecasting becomes easier.

Know who is involved: While forecasting should be done as standard practice, sometimes it is also necessary for specific reasons such as raising finance from the bank or from external investors. The underlying process is the same, but the communication is different depending on the audience or the target.

Know your target: Forecasting should not be based on your business performance alone, but also that of the market around your business, like the competitors, creditors and debtors to mention a few. One needs to know the customer base and competition inside out.

Need for flexibility: While forecasting is difficult in the best of times, these are not the best of times. There need to be flexibility built into any business forecast system. The further ahead that you forecast the less meaningful forecasting becomes.

Make use of all available tools: There are specific types of business forecasting tools and software available. It is always better to use simple and less complex methodologies in forecasting.

Be realistic: When forecasting, especially for the benefit of an external investor, there is a natural tendency towards optimism. You need to forecast not just the expectations of the best scenario but also the worst scenario if sales go the unexpected side.

Control your credit: Poor credit control and management can throw your forecasts off dramatically. As the business grows, you can deal with small lumps as they are naturally smoothed over by the sheer scale of the business.

Know your interest rates: Small businesses need to keep abreast of the various interest rates they pay, and forecast accordingly. Businesses will typically have an overdraft, a loan, some hire purchase on equipment, but they do not necessarily compare the interest rates that they have.

Avoid excitement: Despite the importance of forecasting, do not forget that the most important thing is actually running your business in a proper manner. Be customer focused and people oriented in decision making all the time and do not let your eye off your focus, which is customers’ satisfactions. Respect ethics and the rules of the game.

3.2. Imperatives of Business Forecasting

Business forecasting is an imperative in modern day business enterprises’ management. This goes to say that the importance of business forecasting cannot be over emphasized in the management of business enterprises today. The following are some of the growing importance of business forecasting. The list is not exhaustive [18-21].

Promotion of new business: Forecasting is of utmost importance in setting up a new business. It is not an easy task to start a new business as starting a new business is full of uncertainties and risks. With the help of forecasting the promoter or promoters can find out whether they can succeed in the new business, whether they can face the existing competition and what the possibility of creating demand for the proposed product will be. After discovering the business opportunity, they will see the possibilities of assembling men, money, materials and other resources. The success of a business unit depends upon how sound the forecasting is. Proper forecasting will help to minimize the role of luck or chance in determining business success or failure. A successful promoter is also the prophet of economic conditions.

Estimation of financial requirements: The importance of forecasting cannot be ignored in estimating the financial requirements of a business enterprise. Efficient utilization of capital is a delicate issue before any management. No business can survive without adequate capital. But adequacy of either fixed or working capital depends entirely on sound financial forecasting. Financial estimates can be calculated in the light of probable sales and cost thereof. How much capital is needed for operations, expansion, development, to mention a few, depend upon accurate financial forecasting.

Smooth and continuous working of the enterprise: Forecasting of earnings ensures smooth and continuous working, running or operation of an enterprise, particularly the newly established ones. Through forecasting, these enterprises can estimate their expected production volume, sales and profits or losses. The objective of a forecast is to reduce drastically, in black and white the details of the workings of an enterprise. By forecasting on a regular basis, it forces companies to continually think about their future and where their company is headed. This will allow them to foresee changing market trends and keep up with the competition.

Astuteness of management decisions: The correctness of management decisions, to a great extent, depends upon accurate forecasting. Administration is essentially a decision making process and authority has responsibility for making decisions and for ascertaining that the decisions made are carried out. In business, whether the enterprise is large or small, changes in conditions occur; shifts in personnel take place, unforeseen contingencies arise. Moreover, just to get the wheels started and to keep them running, decisions must be made. This shows that the decision making process continues throughout the life of the business enterprise. Forecasting plays an important role in various fields of the enterprise. As in the case of production planning, managers have to decide what to produce and with what resources to effect such production. Forecasting is considered as the indispensable component of business, because it helps management to take correct decisions.
Success in business: The accurate forecasting of sales helps to procure necessary raw materials on the basis of which many business activities are undertaken. The accurate sales forecasting becomes the basis for several other budgets. In the absence of accurate sales forecasting, it is difficult to decide as to how much production should be done. The budgets of other departments depend upon the compilations based on the sales forecasts and the accuracy of these budgets also depends upon correctness of sales forecasting. Thus, the success of a business unit depends on the accurate forecasting by other constituent departments.

Plan and Strategy Formulation: The importance of correct forecasting is apparent from the key role it plays in planning and strategy formulation. It should not go unaccounted that forecasting is an essential element in planning since planning premises include some forecasts. There are forecast data of a factual nature, having enormous implication on sound premises. Undoubtedly, forecasting is a prelude to planning and indeed it is the foundation on which planning stands. Planning under all circumstances and in all occasions involves a good deal of forecasting. Forecasting is appraising the future in the light of existing conditions, circumstances and environment. Forecasting and planning are closely related. Adequate planning, no matter whether it is overall or sectoral, short term or long term or strategic, largely depends on forecasting.

Cooperation and coordination: Forecasting is neither the job for one man nor a one man show. It needs proper coordination and cooperation of all departmental heads in an organization or firm. By bringing participation of all concerned in the process of forecasting, team spirit and coordination is automatically encouraged. The act of forecasting is of great benefit to all who take part in the process, and is the best means of ensuring adaptability to changing circumstances. The collaboration of all concerned leads to united front, understanding of the reasons for decisions taken and broadened outlook to decision making.

Complete Control: Forecasting provides the information which help in the achievement of effective control. The managers become aware of their weaknesses during forecasting and through implementing better effective control they can overcome these identified weaknesses.

Happy Customers: In order to keep your customers satisfied you need to provide them with the product they want when they want it. This advantage of forecasting in business will help predict product demand so that enough products are available to fulfill customer orders. By using business forecasting to look ahead, enterprises are able to make sure they always have product available for the customers to purchase. If the shelves are bare for any length of time, a customer is extremely likely to try another brand.

Learn From The Past: Looking at what has happened in the past can help companies predict what will happen in the future, thereby making the company stronger and most likely more profitable. Enterprises look at past sales and trends and use that data to try and predict the future.

Personnel Cost Saving: Forecasting in business allows companies to predict the product needs of their customers. From here a company can use this data to accurately determine how many employees they will need to have on hand to meet the required level of production. Many wineries have fairly small profit margins, so it is important to make sure they have the correct amount of staff on hand and are not employing too many people.

Remain Competitive: A business that does not use forecasting techniques will likely succumb to their competitors in a short time. Having a general idea of what sales to expect in the following period is very important. This will help a company prepare to meet customers’ demand.

Helps Prepare for a Drop in Sales: A drop in sales is never a good thing for a company, however, this advantage of forecasting in business reveals sales drops which in turn, can be recognized and dealt with quickly. When enterprises have forecast a drop in sales they will slow down production. This means having less stock in their store at any given time, and also less finished goods inventory on hand at their various facilities [1, 7, 22]

4. Conclusion

Forecasting does not provide you with a crystal ball to see exactly what will happen to the market and your company over the coming years, but it will help give you a general idea. This will provide you with a sense of direction which will allow your company to get the most out of the marketplace. Predicting the future can be very difficult. By forecasting, one can predict future trends and then change their company objectives to achieve success even in a depressed economy.

Business forecasting is an estimate or prediction of future developments in business such as sales, expenditures and profits. Given the wide swings in economic activity and the drastic effects these fluctuations can have on profit margins, it is not surprising that business forecasting has emerged as one of the most important aspects of corporate planning. It has become an invaluable tool for business people to anticipate economic trends and prepare themselves either to benefit from or to counteract them. If, for instance, business people envision an economic downturn, they can cut back on their inventories, production quotas, and hiring. If, on the contrary, an economic boom seems probable, those same business people can take necessary measures to attain the maximum benefit from it. Good business forecasts help business owners and managers adapt to a changing economy.
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